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Advocacy

Absolute positive regard

Emotionless correction

Affirming Success 



Purpose
Rule of 3

Technical skills

Physiological skills

Psychological skills



Focus
3 most important skills 20% 
inputs result 80% outputs

Secondary skills necessary 
for training

Interlocking/chunking for 
hidden repetitions 



Curriculum

Individual 
(you or someone else)

Group

Base

Development Micro, 
Isolation, Combination, 

Performance 



Connecting parts

*Adaptive *Vertical *Lateral *Unrelated

*Tap into mixed emotions “emotional ambivalence”

*Different levels of attention broad and narrow

*Creative environment                           *Insanely curious

*To solve a problem, ignore it relax the mind    *Purpose

*Seek out new experiences                   *Value learning



*Baseline (dry & live)

*3 practice methods (accuracy/precision,
speed/efficiency, performance)

*Identify problem & set goal

*Practice, access, adapt for the result

*Performance qualifiers, tests, & drills

*Review, adjust, or change

Measure. 
Refine. 

Perform. 



Metrics & Scoring 
Methods

Scored 
(no time, par time, or timed)

Timed 
(target areas pass/fail, scored)

Combination 
(comstock, limited)

Competition 
(ranking by score & or time, 

head to head)



Preparing the 
Shooter

Biology vs Personality

Stress Hormone 
Cortisol & Adrenaline

Flow Hormones 
(next slide)



Dopamine = Skill booster

Norepinephrine = Energy, auroral level, attention, 
efficiency, emotional control

Anandamide = Endogenous cannabinoid, elevates mood, 
relives pain, dilates blood vessels, aids respiration

Endorphins = Relives pain, induce pleasure 

Oxytocin = Social bonding, linking information 

Serotonin = After glow, bliss
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CREATING 

FLOW



STRUGGLE BETA WAVES          RELEASE ALPHA WAVES

FLOW/THETA/GAMMA WAVES RECOVERY DELTA WAVES



S.T.E.R

Selflessness

Timelessness

Effortlessness 

Richness

Hypo-transient frontality
Using only 10% of the brain



*Be Ready
*Postural/Alignment cue
*Visual inputs (levels of focus from target to sight)
*Visualization with Kinesthetic input
*Clear mind with process of one goal (call shots, be the 
receiver taking in information not simply observing)
*Replay

Preparatory Cueing



Review

*Vision
*Feel
*Video
*Absence
*Correction
*Celebration 
*Gratitude 



Self Image
Mantra A.C.E.D

Probability 
(% of success)

Plateaus 
(sacrifice of ego required)

Anger is the agent of change



*Build
*Adapt
*Measure
*Deliberate quality repetitions
*Intrinsic motivator's purpose, autonomy, 
passion, mastery, curiosity 

Practice Program 
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